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In 1781 the French mathematician G. Monge gave an optimality criterion and a greedy-like pro- 
cedure for solving specially structured transportation problems. Here we present a 'new' ap- 
proach for solving assignment problems which builts upon Monge's observation. The basic idea 
is to transform an arbitrary assignment problem into an 'equivalent' one where Monge's condi- 
tion is fulfilled. 
1. Introduction 
The assignment problem is one of the celebrated (optimization) problems in graph 
theory, combinatorial optimization and linear programming. It arises as a special 
case (structure) within more general concepts like network flow, matroid intersec- 
tion and general matching. This makes this problem genuine and attractive special- 
ly from a theoretical nd algorithmic point of view and quite a number of 'different' 
assignment algorithms have been developed in the literature throughout the last thir- 
ty years. Why then present another assignment algorithm? 
Before we answer this question by stating our intentions let us first introduce the 
problem formally. 
For our purpose the following graph-theoretic formulation turns out to be most 
adequate: 
Assume G=(V I, V 2, E) is a complete bipartite graph where w.l.o.g. V 1 = I/2= 
{1 .. . . .  n} and let C=(cij) be a n×n cost-matrix. For Fc_E we define 
c(F):= ~ cij. 
(i,j)~ F 
A (perfect) matching in G is a subset Mg E such that every node is incident o at 
most one (exactly one) edge in M. Perfect matchings are also called assignments in 
G. Then the assignment problem (AP) is defined as follows: 
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Find an assignment M* in G such that c(M*)<_c(M) for all assignments M in G. 
From an algorithmic point of view we are faced with two problems 
- to characterize optimal assignments, 
- to construct optimal assignments. 
The classical AP-algorithms use the complementarity conditions associated with the 
LP-formulation of the AP to prove optimality. In addition they are based on two 
construction principles: they either successively build up 
- negative alternating cycles or 
- shortest augmenting paths. 
The approach we develop here does not use LP duality to verify optimality for an 
assignment. It is based on the following idea: 
t 
Let C '  be a cost-matrix with cij<_cij for all ( i , j )~E.  If an assignment M can be 
shown to be optimal with respect o C '  and if c'(M) = c(M), then M is also optimal 
with respect o C. Note that the characterization of optimality by complementary 
slackness is also of this form, where C' is taken to be cb = ui+ Og. The crucial point 
is to construct a C '  such that the optimality of M can easily be checked. 
Our investigation was motivated by results which we had obtained for cardinality 
matching problems (cf. Derigs et ai. [2]) and it was also guided by a classic observa- 
tion due to Monge [5]. Monge could show for the slightly more general transporta- 
tion problem that for a class of specially structured cost-matrices an optimal 
transportation solution can be obtained by applying the greedy-like north-west- 
corner rule. Those matrices are said to have the Monge-property. Note that applying 
this construction to an assignment problem gives the assignment M= 
{(1, 1) . . . . .  (n, n)}. 
The scope of this paper is not to propose a fast assignment algorithm, but to pre- 
sent a new simple, purely combinatorial optimality criterion and its algorithmic 
aspects. 
In Section 2 we introduce the basic concept of Monge sequences and show in Sec- 
tion 3 how this concept can be used to construct an optimal assignment. 
In Sections 4 and 5 we relate our approach to classical algorithms. 
2.  Monge sequences  
Given a graph G -- (V, E) and a subset E '  c_ E we denote by G \ E '  the graph ob- 
tained by deleting V(E'), the set of nodes incident with edges in E ' ,  and all edges 
incident with nodes in V(E'). 
An edge {u, o} of a bipartite graph has the Monge property (with respect o a 
given cost-matrix C= (cij) if 
cuo + Crs<-cu~+ Cro for all re  V 1, sc  1/2. 
A sequence F= (e I, e 2 . . . . .  e k) is called a Monge sequence if ei has the Monge pro- 
perty in Gk{el  . . . . .  el_l} for l<_i<_k. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let F=(e  l, e 2 . . . . .  ek) be a Monge sequence o f  a complete bipartite 
graph with respect o a given cost-matrix C. Then there exists an optimal assignment 
containing el . . . .  , e,. 
Proof .  Obviously, M= {e I. . . . .  ek} is a matching in G. Let M '  be any perfect mat- 
ching with M c_ M '  in G and assume that there exists a negative cycle Q with respect 
to M '  which contains an element ei but, by induction, none of  the elements ej, j< i .  
Let ei = {u, o} and let r and s be the neighbours of  u and o in Q. Since e i has the 
Monge property, i.e., Crs<%s - c,, o + c,,, there exists an alternating cycle Q'  not 
containing ei with I (Q')<I(Q).  [] 
Hence we have the following 
Theorem 2.2. Let G=(V I, V2, E)  be a complete bipartite graph. I f  F= 
(el, e2 . . . . .  e,,) is a Monge sequence, then M={e l  . . . . .  e,} is an optimal 
assignment. _7 
As already mentioned in the introduction our approach is based on the following 
idea: 
t t 
Given a cost-matrix C'=(co)  with cij<_c q for ( i , j )eE  and F=(e i  . . . . .  en) a 
Monge sequence with respect to C ' ,  then M= {el . . . . .  e,} is an optimal assignment 
with respect to the cost-matrix C=(ci j ) ,  if c~=cij for all ( i , j )eM.  
3. Constructing Monge sequences 
In this section we show how the concept of Monge sequences can be used for fin- 
ding optimal assignments in bipartite graphs. 
Consider the assignment M= {(I, 1), (2, 2) . . . . .  (n, n)} and define recursively a se- 
quence of  cost matrices C=C ~°), C m, C ~2) . . . . .  C (n-~) in the following way 
(1 <_k<n-  I): 
Ic (k . l )  if i<_k or j<_k C~; ) = 0 min {c~ k- '), c~[ - I) + c(*kj - I ) - -  ~:k~(* - 1)} otherwise. 
We call this operation a pivot-step and we say that C (k) is obtained from C (*- ~) by 
pivoting on element (edge) (k, k). 
Then we have the following 
Theorem 3. I. M is an optimal assignment i f  and only ;" ..~o) _ ~(, - 1) fo r  1 < i < n U t.ii - - t i i  - -  - -  " 
Proof .  Suppose . (0)_~(. - t )  for l< i<n.  Then (1, 1) has the Monge property in t.ii - -  t . i i  
C (1 )  and hence in each succeeding C (k). Similarly, (1, 1), (2, 2) is a Monge sequence 
in C (2) and in each succeeding C (*). Continuing this way, we see that M=(1 ,  1), 
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(2, 2) . . . . .  (n, n) is a Monge sequence with respect to C ~n- ~). Thus, by Lemma 2.1, 
M is an optimal assignment with respect to the cost-matrix C (~ ~). Since 
c~n- ~)<_ cotOl for all i , j  it is clear that M is also optimal with respect to C ~°). 
.(,-~)<~m) for some 1 <i<n.  We need to show that M is Conversely, suppose ('ii cii 
not optimal.  Let k be the first step so that ~(k)/~(0) for some 1 (necessari ly>k).  ell  ~ I l l  
By relabelling if necessary we suppose /= k + 1. We will show that there is a better 
matching of  the first k+ 1 nodes than (1, 1)-.. (k+ 1, k+ 1), which shows that M is 
t .-  ~) c m) for not optimal. Without loss of generality, we take k = n -  1. Thus Cii ": ii 
l<_i<_n 1 and .(,,-l) (0) -- Cnn "~ Cnn • 
c(k)<c (k Now let A (k)={(i,j): V u 0}. We then inductively define matchings M= 
M(n - l), ...,M(O) such thai 
c(n - I)(M(n - l)) = c(n- 2)(M(n - 2)) . . . . .  c(O)(M(O)). 
This then shows that M is not optimal since c(M(°))=c (" ~)(M)<c(M) .  
I f  M (~- ~) . . . . .  M (k) are already defined, then we consider three cases: 
Case l: MCk)NA(k)=0. Let M(k -~)=M (x). Then clearly cIk-O(M (k l ))= 
c(k)(M(~)) 
Case I1: M(k)("IA (k)= {(p, q)}. Set 
M(k-')=M (k)- {(p, q), (k, k)} U {(p, k), (k, q)}. 
Then obviously 
c(k- l)(M(k - l)) = c(k - I)(M(R) ) _ C(kpq- I) _ C(kkk- I) -I- C (kpk- I) + Ckq~(k - I) 
=c(k-I)(M(k))_C~ I) q- c(pk) 
= c(k)(M(k)). 
Case I I I :  ]M (k) f'lA(k) I -->2. Suppose k is the first index starting form n-  1 where 
this case occurs, i.e., there exist 
(p, q), (p, O)EA(k )NM (k) with pep,  q¢O.  
Then 
c~)<c~ and c~1<¢~,  (1) 
+ 4,_> + cg . (2) 
(1) is clear, since c~)<c~ - t)<-c~ and the same for (p, 0). (2) follows from: 
->4 '+<' .  
We now claim that if for some/>_k  there exists a pair (p,  q), (p, c ] )eM {/) such 
that (1) and (2) hold, then there also exists such a pair in M u+ u. This will lead to 
c,,-- o_  ~(0) for 1 <_i<_n- 1. a contradiction, since by assumption cii -~-ii 
To prove our claim we distinguish three cases: 
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• 1)_ r(/) (.(/+ 1) (i) (p, q), (p, cT)eM (/~ I) Then (p, q), (p, c7)¢A (/.1), hence Ctplq -~pq ' -m = 
c (t) and (1) and (2) follow easily. p~ 
(ii) (p, q), (p, O)¢M (/+l). Then by the choice of k we must have 
M(/) =M(t+ 1)\ {(1+ 1,/+ 1), (p', q')} L,I {(p', 1+ i), (/+ 1, q')} 
for some (p' ,  q') ~ A (t + 1) (") M(t + l). Therefore 
and 
{(p, q), (#, q)} = {(/+ 1, q'), (p ' , /+  1)} 
c(p l )  + ~(/) _ Ct/) + ~(/) q ely q -  /+ l ,q ' - - cp ' , l+ l  
<C~I+)I,/+ ' +CO) q,. since (p ' ,q ' )~A u+') 
= c(/) + ~(/) contradicting (2). 
po t ~q 
(iii) (p, q)EM (/+ I), (p, c?)CM (l+ I). Again by the choice of k we must have that 
(/3, c7) EM(O- M(l+ =)= {(p ' , /+ 1), (/+ l, q')} 
for some (p', q') E A (z+ i) CI M (/~ l) 
Clearly, (p, q) and (p' ,  q')  are distinct edges, since (p, q) and (p, q) are both in 
M (+) and (#,#)  is either (p', 1+ 1) or (1+ l ,q ' ) .  We assume w.l.o.g. (p, tT)= 
(p ' , /+  1). We now verify (1) and (2) for (p, q) and (p', q'): 
c(1+ i)<~(1)<~(o) and c(Z+ l )<c( / )  <~(0) Pq __ t.pq t.pq p, q, p ,q, - -  t. p,q, , 
(.(/~" 1) ~(/+ 1) C(I) + ~(I) .~ C(I) ..(I) 
pq +Cp,q, = pq_Cp, l+  I -- i+ l .q , - - t . l+ l . l+ l  
- -  ~(I) + , .( I) _t_ ~(I) ~(I) 
--('pq t-fla. T t ' I+ I ,q ' - -C I+ I , I+  1 
> ~( I ) _  ~(I) + c~l)+ _ C(/) 
--t'pt~'t-t'pq l ,q' /4 1,/+1 
_ ~(I)  + C(I)  + C(I)  _ C(I) 
--C'p,l~-I pq  I-~l,q" /+1,/+1 
_> c(l+p,q 1) + C(/q+, I) ~] 
4. Relationship to other classical concepts 
The concept described in Section 3 leads to several different strategies for solving 
assignment problems. We will outline here two strategies which mimic the two basic 
combinatorial pproaches mentioned in the introduction. We will shortly describe 
these principles here to enable the classification of our approach. 
Given a matching M a path (cycle) P in G is called M-alternating if the edges in 
P are alternately in M and not in M. A M-alternating path P is called M-augmenting 
if P connects two nodes which are not matched by M. For a M-augmenting path 
P resp. M-alternating cycle P we def ine/(P):  =c(P \M) -c (MNP)  the marginal 
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cost or length of P. Then reversing the role of matching and nonmatching edges 
along P leads to a new matching 
M(~P:=(M\  P )U(P \  M) with c(MO)P)=c(M) + I(P). 
Now a matching is called extreme if it does not allow any negative M-alternating 
cycle, i.e., no alternating cycle P with I (P)<0.  
Now the negative alternating cycle approach is based on the fact that an assign- 
ment is optimal iff it is extreme. Then, starting from any assignment one successive- 
ly improves a current assignment via negative alternating cycles until an extreme 
assignment is obtained. 
The shortest augmenting path approach uses the following relationship. Let M be 
any extreme matching and Pij a shortest M-augmenting path connecting two un- 
matched nodes, i and j, then (M(~Pij) is extreme, too. Now starting from any ex- 
treme matching M, M=0 for instance, one successively augments along shortest 
augmenting paths until an assignment is obtained. 
4.1. The dimension expanding approach 
Let M= {(ii, jl) . . . . .  (ig, jk)} be any extreme matching in G, i.e., a matching not 
allowing negative alternating cycles and define G IM to be the graph induced by the 
nodes which are matched under M. Then M is an optimal perfect matching in 
G IM- Thus after pivoting on the edges contained in M (in any order) we obtain a 
cost-matrix C (k) with the property 
ctk) =c!0) for 1=1 .. . . .  k 
il, j l  II, Jl 
Now choose any edge (r ,s)eE s.t. M':=MU{r ,s}  is a matching. Then either 
c(k) ~(k)_~(O) in which case M '  is an optimal assignment in OIMu{r,s} or i f  "rs< Lr ,  s - -  t ' r ,  s ,  
c (°) then by our backtracking procedure we can construct a matching M in 
r, S '  
G I Mu with 
~(k) ~(O)~,,z~. ~(k) c(k)(g,). c(O)(j~)=c(k)(M)+cr.s=~, t,v, ;-fOr. s :  
NOW we argue that A~ is an optimal assignment in G [MU{r.s}. This can be seen as 
follows: 
In any case, M '  is an optimal assignment in G I MU{r.s} with respect o the cost- 
matrix C (k), due to Theorem 3.1. 
Now cijC°)>_ci j(k) for all l<_i,j<n, hence from the relation c(°)(llTl)=c(k)(M ') 
follows the optimality of Aq in G ]~ with respect o the original cost-matrix C (°). 
That is, A~ is extreme in G (with respect o C). 
After at most n applications of our pivoting process and backtracking routine we 
obtain an optimal assignment M in G. Since every iteration is of complexity O(n 3) 
we obtain a total complexity of O(n4). A closer look at this procedure shows, that 
at any iteration the set (M' \ /Q)U  ( /Q \M' )  is either an M'-alternating cycle or 
empty and hence 1(,1= M@P with P an M-augmenting path. Since M and AJ are both 
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extreme, this path P is a shortest M-augmenting path connecting r and s. Hence this 
approach can be attributed as shortest augmenting path method. 
4.2. The pr ima l  approach 
In this variant we start from any assignment M in G and we keep pivoting on the 
elements contained in M (in any order) until for some element in M the correspon- 
ding cost coefficient is decreased. Then we use our backtracking routine starting 
from this element o improve the assignment and we restart the whole process. If 
(n -  1) pivot steps are possible without changing the cost coefficients for the edges 
contained in M, then M is an optimal assignment. 
Clearly this procedure is finite, i.e., an optimal assignment M* is obtained after 
a finite number of iterations ince after each iteration the objective function value 
decreases by at least one unit. 
Yet it is easy to show that this procedure runs in polynomial time if once a certain 
'pivoting order' is chosen this order is maintained throughout he whole process. 
To simplify our argumentation we assume w.l.o.g. M={( I ,  1) . . . . .  (n, n)} and 
that we choose the elements for pivoting in this 'natural'  order. Now let 1 <__k<_n - 1 
c( , )_  ~(o) fo r  1 < l < k,  I,I --~'1,1 
. (k )  . (0) 
<C k + CR+I.R+I l ,k+l  
Then At = {(1, 1) . . . . .  (k, k)} is extreme and our backtracking procedure will produce 
an improved assignment M '  = { (1, Jl ) . . . . .  (k + 1, Jk + I ), (k + 2, k + 2) . . . . .  (n, n) } with 
At ' := {(l, j l  ) . . . . .  (k+ l , j k+ l )}  ---M' optimal in Gl,~U{(k, I.k ~l)}. 
Hence if in the next iteration we start pivoting with the elements f rom/Q' ,  in any 
order no cost-coefficient for elements in AI' will be altered. Thus after at most O(n) 
iterations we end up with an optimal assignment. Note that the primal approach 
with this rule is exactly the dimension expanding approach with (r, s) = (k, k) at each 
stage. 
5. Monge sequences and the triple algorithm 
In this section we shortly outline the relationship between our approach and the 
well-known triple algorithm (Floyd [3]) for solving shortest path problems in 
(directed) graphs, respectively for detecting negative cycles. Let G--(V, E) be a 
directed graph. Given a matrix C(°)= _(o), _(o) (~ ) with ~  the length of the directed 
edge ( i , j ) fo r  i~: j  and ~(o)_n the triple algorithm for calculating the shortest "ii -- u ,  
path lengths between all pairs i and j runs as follows: 
for k= 1 . . . . .  n 
for i= 1 . . . . .  n 
for j=  1 . . . . .  n 
c(k)_ min~(k-  ~) C(k ~(k-~)~ ij --  I t ' i j  ' ik l) + t.kj 
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then CV')= (cl. ")) gives the length of  the shortest paths and a negative cycle exists 
if and only i f c l~)<0 for some i= 1 . . . . .  n and some m= 1 . . . . .  n. 
Here cl]) can be viewed as the length of  the shortest path from i to j which 
does not contain the nodes k+ 1, . . . ,n  (except for the endnodes i and j ) .  
Now let M be an assignment in a bipartite graph G = (V l, V 2, E). Then G con- 
tains a negative M-alternating cycle if and only if there exists an edge (i, j )  e M such 
that for the shortest M-alternating path PO connecting i and j we have 
t (P  o) < c o . 
Now let w.l.o.g. M={( I ,  1) . . . . .  (n,n)} and C(°)=C. Then for any ( i , j )e  
E \M,  ..(0) is the length of  the shortest M-alternating path Pij connecting i and j Lij 
not containing any matching edge. 
Now for any ( i , j )eE \M 
cO,._min{c~ )+~(o) cl0), ~(0)~ for 2<_i,j<_n 
i j  " - -  t l j -  t" i j  
is the length of  the shortest M-alternating path Pij connecting i and j and not con- 
taining any matching edges from {(2, 2) . . . . .  (n, n)}. 
Then if 
cO)/~(0) for anyr>l ,  
f ,  F ~ L r ,  i" 
the shortest M-alternating path Pr, r connecting re  V I and re  V z is shorter than cr, r, 
hence Pr, rU {(r, r)} is a negative M-alternating cycle. 
In general we see that for 1 <k<n and k+ 1 <i , j<n  the value c!* ) gives the - -  q 
length of  the shortest M-alternating path connecting i and j not containing any mat- 
ching edges from {(k+ I, k+ l) . . . . .  (n, n)}. 
Hence our approach can also be viewed as a proper generalization of  the triple- 
algorithm to detect negative M-alternating cycles. 
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